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Excited states theory for optimized orbitals and valence optimized orbitals
coupled-cluster doubles models
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We introduce an excited state theory for the optimized orbital coupled cluster doubles~OO-CCD!
and valence optimized orbital coupled cluster doubles~VOO-CCD! models. The equations for
transition energies are derived using a similarity transformed Hamiltonian. The effects of orbital
relaxation are discussed. We present results for several single-reference molecules (H2O, CH2O,
C2H4O, C2H4, BeO!, as well as for molecules with significant nondynamical correlation in the
ground state (CH1, BH, Ã 1A1 CH2), and for rectangular O4

1 . We find that:~i! OO-CCD excitation
energies are very close to CCSD excitation energies;~ii ! similarly to the complete active space SCF
~CASSCF! model, the effects of orbital relaxation are very important for VOO-CCD excited states
such that the excitation energies calculated by VOO-CCD and CASSCF with orbitals optimized for
the ground state are very close to each other and unsatisfactory;~iii ! the VOO-CCD model with an
approximate treatment of orbital relaxation describes singly~valence and Rydberg! and doubly
~valence! excited states within errors of 0.2–1.0 eV at equilibrium geometries and along
bond-breaking coordinates;~iv! the above accuracy of the VOO-CCD model does not degrade as
molecules or basis sets grow in size;~v! the shapes of potential energy surfaces around excited states
minima are reproduced well by VOO-CCD model suggesting the use of this method for excited
states geometry optimization. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!30540-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, we have reported an optimized orbi
coupled-cluster doubles~OO-CCD! electronic structure
model in which the orbitals are obtained variationally
minimizing the energy with respect to orbital rotations b
tween occupied and virtual subspaces.1 This model had been
considered before,2,3 although previously no practical algo
rithm had been reported. The orbitals obtained by t
procedure1 may be considered approximate Brueckner orb
als, in the sense that they approximate the ‘‘true’’ Brueck
orbitals4,5 of the full configuration interaction wave function
This approach contrasts with the typical Brueckner CCD~B-
CCD! method,6 which obtains approximate Brueckner orb
als by a projection equation involving singly substituted d
terminants. For the well-behaved molecules, both B-C
and OO-CCD ground state energies are very close to thos
coupled cluster singles and doubles~CCSD! model. How-
ever, for certain symmetry breaking cases, e.g., the4B1g

state of rectangular O4
1 , B-CCD, and OO-CCD are superio

to CCSD for the prediction of harmonic vibrational freque
cies. The variationally determined approximate Brueck
orbitals simplify analytic gradients and, as has been rece
re-emphasized,7 do not give unphysical second-order pol
in the linear response functions.8,9

Moreover, the variational definition of Brueckner orb
6500021-9606/2000/113(16)/6509/19/$17.00
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als was generalized by Krylovet al.10 for the case when al
nonvalence orbitals are made inactive, or restricted. The
sulting valence optimized orbitals CCD~VOO-CCD! model
has been shown10,11 to be an accurate and size-consiste
approximation to a full valence active space complete ac
space SCF~CASSCF! model for such multireference case
as single bond dissociation and diradicals. The compu
tional cost of the VOO-CCD model is proportional to th
sixth power of molecule size, which breaks a factorial bott
neck of CASSCF and therefore allows us to perform cal
lations in a full valence space for much larger molecules~up
to a bound 10 heavy atoms!. The attractive property of the
VOO-CCD model is that it is free of arbitrariness in th
selection of configurations and in the choice of orbital spa
~since the variationally optimized full valence active space
uniquely defined!, and therefore it satisfies the requiremen
of a theoretical model chemistry.12 Its principal limitation is
that VOO-CCD cannot correctly break multiple bonds, d
to the restriction to double substitutions.

In this work we present an excited state theory for t
OO-CCD and VOO-CCD models. There are several alter
tive recipes for calculating excited states for the given
proximate ground state wave function~see, for example, Ref
13!, such as~i! calculate transition energies as linear r
sponse of the given ground state wave function perturbed
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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an oscillating electric field;~ii ! propagators and Green func
tions methods; and~iii ! equation of motion~EOM! method.
The resulting equations for transition energies are very s
lar. As far as further approximations are concerned,
Tamm–Dancoff approximation14,15 is often employed which
simplifies the equations and usually does not considera
affect the quality of the excitation energies. The quality
transition energies calculated in these ways is closely rel
to the quality of the ground state wave function. Below w
briefly review several widely used excited state theories.

The configuration interaction singles~CIS! ~Refs. 16,17!
model based on the Hartree–Fock ground state wave f
tion is very inexpensive~as the Hartree–Fock model itself!,
and can give qualitatively accurate results for closed s
molecules at equilibrium geometry~errors of 0.5–2 eV!. The
important limitations of CIS model are:~i! doubly excited
electronic states cannot be described;~ii ! errors for valence
states of some radicals can become very large~more than 2
eV!; ~iii ! just like the Hartree–Fock model itself, CIS cann
describe potential energy surfaces~PES’s! along bond-
breaking coordinates. The equation-of-motion CC sing
and doubles~EOM-CCSD! or linear response CC~CCS-
DLR! models18,19 can describe singly excited states at eq
librium geometry with remarkable accuracy~0.1–0.3 eV!.
However, doubly excited electronic states are approxima
much more poorly~errors of 1 eV and more!. Finally, these
methods cannot give reliable PES’s since CCSD is a sin
reference model. Models based on multireference w
functions,20–46such as CASSCF~Refs. 20–25! and CASSCF
augmented by second-order perturbation theory correct
for dynamical correlation~CASPT2!,26,27 multireference
configuration interaction~MRCI!,29,30and multireference CC
~MRCC! ~Refs. 32–46! are capable of describing excite
state PES’s and doubly excited states. Unfortunately, car
selection of the active orbital space and of important c
figurations has to be performed for each individual molec
and each particular chemical process when using th
‘‘molecule-at-a-time’’ models.

The theoretical treatment of the excited states is m
difficult than the multireference ground state problem. O
of the reasons is that for the ground state we can consid
CASSCF wave function defined in a full valence acti
space as a qualitatively correct~and size-consistent! ground
state wave function, and then approximate it either by red
ing the active space based on physical considerations, o
we advocate, approximating the full configuration interact
expansion in the active space by a CC expansion.10 How-
ever, the active space required for the excited state calc
tions does not necessarily coincide with the full valen
space; consider, for example, Rydberg excited states, w
the Rydberg orbital is certainly not valencelike. Therefo
different active spaces for each group of excited states
often used in multireference calculations, e.g., six differ
active spaces have been employed in a CASSCF stud
excited states of formaldehyde.47

Our goal here is to investigate an alternative approa
which does not require a case-by-case selection of orb
space and important configurations and thus can be app
in a general fashion. Given these considerations, our ta
Downloaded 17 May 2001 to 128.125.104.142. Redistribution subject to 
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excited state wave function can be defined as the linear
sponse of a ground state full valence active space CASS
wave function with an explicit treatment of orbital relax
ation. We approximate this target theory by replacing
CASSCF wave function with the much more economic
VOO-CCD approach.

Here we derive equations for the~V!OO-CCD transition
energies by using the EOM formalism.48,19 We also present
an alternative ~EOM! derivation of the ~V!OO-CCD
equations,1 which re-emphasizes the similarity between t
multiconfigurational SCF~MCSCF! and VOO-CCD models
by employing biorthogonal properties of the EO
formalism.19 Coupled cluster response functions and calcu
tion of transition energies have been discussed by m
authors.49,50,48,51,18,19,52,8,9,53,54,7 Recently, Koch and
co-workers7 presented a derivation of OO-CCD respon
equations by using a time-dependent coupled-cluster
grangian. The applications of the response formalism
MCSCF wave functions for excited state calculations ha
also been discussed.55–58

The structure of the paper is the following: in Sec. II w
present excited state equations for the~V!OO-CCD model;
Sec. III presents transition energies calculated by OO-C
and VOO-CCD models for several single-reference m
ecules (H2O, CH2O, C2H4O, C2H4, BeO!, as well as for
molecules with significant nondynamical correlation in t
ground state (CH1, BH, CH2), and for rectangular O4

1 ; and
a comparison with other excited state models. Programm
expressions for the excited state equations and detail
computational implementation are presented in the App
dix. Our final remarks and conclusions are given in Sec.

II. GENERAL THEORY

In this section, we derive equations for the~V!OO-CCD
transition energies using the EOM formalism.48,19 We also
present an alternative~EOM! derivation of ~V!OO-CCD
equations,1 which re-emphasizes the similarity between M
SCF and VOO-CCD models by employing biorthogon
properties of the EOM formalism.19

Following Bartlett and co-workers,48,19 we start with the
following ansatz for the wave function:

uC&5ReTuF0&, ~1!

R5R01R1•••1Rn , ~2!

T5T11•••1Tn , ~3!

whereuF0& is a reference Slater determinant andRk , Tk are
k-fold excitation operators from this reference,

R05r 0 , R15(
ia

r i
aa1i , R25

1

4 (
i jab

r i j
aba1b1 j i ,

•••

~4!

T15(
ia

ai
aa1i , T25

1

4 (
i jab

ai j
aba1b1 j i ,

•••.

By inserting Eq.~1! into the Schro¨dinger equation we obtain
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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H ReTuF0&5E ReTuF0&. ~5!

SinceR andT commute~both are excitation operators!, Eq.
~5! can be rewritten as an eigenvalue problem for an eff
tive, i.e., similarity transformed HamiltonianH̄,

H̄RuF0&5ERuF0&, ~6!

H̄5e2THeT. ~7!

Since HamiltonianH̄ is not a Hermitian operator, the br
eigenstates ofH̄ are not Hermitian conjugates of its ke
eigenstates, but a contravariant set such that bra’s and
form a biorthogonal set. This means that operatorL is in-
verse ofR,

^F0uLH̄5E^F0uL, ~8!

L5L01L11•••Ln , ~9!

^F0uLRuF0&51̂ ~L5R21!, ~10!

where we have chosen the normalization constant to
unity, and whereLk are de-excitation operators,

L15(
ia

l i
ai 1a, L25

1

4 (
i jab

l i j
abi 1 j 1ba,

•••. ~11!

If no truncation has been made toR andL, the solution
of Eqs. ~6! and ~8! would give an exact energies, since
similarity transformation does not change the eigenvalue
the Hamiltonian. Moreover, the energies from Eqs.~6! and
~8! would be invariant with respect to any unitary transfo
mation of orbitals, no matter whether the reference s
changes or not as result of this transformation.

At this point we introduce approximations by truncatin
R andL to single and double substitutions, andT to double
substitutions only. With this approximation, the eigenen
gies ofH̄ do vary upon orbital transformations. We are goi
to find such a unitary transformation which minimizes t
total energy.1

Consider unitary transformation of molecular orbita
~MO’s! given by the unitary matrixU,

C5C0U, ~12!

whereCmp andCmp
0 are coefficients giving the contributio

of the mth atomic orbital~AO! to the pth MO for a trans-
formed, $up&%, and for some initial,$up0&%, set of orbitals,
respectively. The corresponding transformationU of the
Fock space is a unitary one,UU 151, defined by the follow-
ing equations:13

p15Up01U 15(
q

q01Uqp , ~13!

p015U 1p1U5(
q

Upqq
1, ~14!

Uu&5u&, ~15!

wherep1’s stand for creation operators and the last equa
states the vacuum invariance.
Downloaded 17 May 2001 to 128.125.104.142. Redistribution subject to 
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The effect of this transformation is to replace the init
orbitals with the transformed ones in every determinant,

UuF0&5Up01q01•••r 01u&

5Up01U 1Uq01U 1•••Ur 01U 1u&5uF&. ~16!

As a next step consider variations ofU and a convenient
parameterization forU. Allowed variations ofU preserve the
unitarity of U, and therefore

dUU 11UdU 150 ~17!

which means that the operatordUU 1 is anti-Hermitian,

dUU 15L, L152L, ~18!

which gives the following expression for the variationdU:

dU5LU, dU 152U 1L. ~19!

OperatorL can be parameterized as

L5(
rs

D rsr
1s, ~20!

whereD is antisymmetric matrix.
Such parameterization is equivalent to parameteriz

transformationU as: U5eLU c, whereU c is some~current!
transformation. It allows us to consider small variationsdU
when the transformation itself can belarge.

Consider now the energy of the wave function~1! and its
variation with the orbital transformation:

E5^CLuHuCR&5^CL
0uU 1HUuCR

0&, ~21!

dE5^CL
0udU 1HU1U 1HdUuCR

0&

5^CL
0U 1u@H,L#uUCR

0&5^CLu@H,L#uCR&. ~22!

To solve for the ground state we are going to determ
amplitudesT2 and the transformationU such that the ket
ground state of Eq.~6! is simply uF0& and its energy is
minimal with respect to orbital rotations (dE50). To ensure
the biorthogonality condition~10!, the bra ground state mus
be taken as ^F0u(11Z2)e2T25^CLu, where the de-
excitation operatorZ2 is equivalent to theZ-vector appearing
in the coupled-cluster response theory. This yields the
lowing set of equations:

E5^F0~11Z2!e2T2uHueT2F0&

5^F0uHu~11T2!F0&, ~23!

05dE5^F0u~11Z2!e2T2u@H,L#ueT2F0&. ~24!

^F i j
abu~H̄2E!uF0&50, ~25!

^F0u~11Z2!u~H̄2E!uF i j
ab&50, ~26!

where Eq.~23! defines the energy, and Eqs.~25! and ~26!
define amplitudesT2 andZ2. The resulting equations for th
amplitudes are the same as equations derived in Ref. 1
using a response approach.

Equation ~24! is an alternative form for the stationar
condition of energy with respect to orbital rotations. Th
form allows us to re-emphasize the similarity between
MCSCF and~V!OO-CCD models, and to derive Eqs.~31!–
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~34! from Ref. 1 in a simpler way. Moreover, this form a
lows us to describe orbital relaxation for the excited state
the same fashion.

Following the derivations of the MCSCF equations
given by McWeeny,13 in order to derive equations for th
orbital rotation gradient,]E/]Urs , we rewrite commutator
@H,L# as

@H,L#5(
st

Dst~s1@H,t#1@H,s1#t !

5(
st

DstS 2(
q

^quhut&s1q1(
q

^suhuq&q1t

2
1

2 (
quv

^uvuuqt&s1q1uv

1
1

2 (
pqu

^suuupq&p1q1utD . ~27!

By defining the one- and two- electron dens
matrices,19

rpq5^CLup1quCR&, ppqrs5^CLup1q1sruCR&, ~28!

the energy variation assumes the following form:

dE5^CLu@H,L#uCR&

5Tr$D1~@h,r#1 1
2 @ II, p#!%

5(
st

DstS (
q

~2rsq̂ quhut&1^suhuq&rqt!

1
1

2 (
pqu

~2psupq̂ qpuuut&1^suuupq&pqput! D ,

~29!

where II denotes the supermatrix of two-electron integra
Since D is an antisymmetric matrix, Eq.~29! can be

rewritten as

dE5Tr$D1~2gh1G II !%

5(
st

DstS 2(
q

gsq̂ quhut&1(
quv

Gsqvu^uvuuqt& D ,

~30!

whereg andG are symmetrized density matrices,

gpq5 1
2 ~rpq1rqp!, Gpqrs5

1
2 ~ppqrs1p rspq!. ~31!

By using properties of the trace,

dE5TrH dU1
]E

]UJ 5Tr$UD1~2gh1G II !U1%

5(
st

~DU !stS 2(
q

gsq̂ quhut0&

1(
quv

Gsqvu^uvuuqt0& D . ~32!

Thus, the orbital gradient]E/]U is given by
Downloaded 17 May 2001 to 128.125.104.142. Redistribution subject to 
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]E

]Usr
52(

q
g rq^quhus0&1(

upq
G rupq^qpuuus0&

52(
q

g rq^s0uhuq&1(
upq

G rupq^s
0uuupq&. ~33!

For the ground~V!OO-CCD state, Eqs.~31!–~34! from
Ref. 1 are easily retrieved from Eq.~33! by establishing the
relationships between density matrices defined by Eqs.~28!,
~31! and density matrices defined in Table I of Ref. 1. The
relations are given in Table I. Table II contains effecti
density matrices for the excited states. For the ground s
density matrices defined by Eqs.~28! and~31! are equivalent
to density matrices derived by response theory. For exc
states, however, density matrices from Eqs.~28!, ~31! and
Table II do not describe the response of orbitals and am
tudesT2 to a perturbation, and thus represent an approxim

TABLE I. Effective one- and two-electron density matrices defined by E
~28! and ~31!.a

g i j 5g̃ i j 1d i j

gab5g̃ab

G i jkl 54G̃ i jkl 2d i l g̃ jk2d jkg̃ i l 1d j l g̃ ik1d ikg̃ l j 1d ikd j l 2d i l d jk

Gabcd54G̃abcd

G i jab52G̃ i jab

G ia jb5G̃ ia jb1d i j gab

ag̃ and G̃ denote density matrices from Ref. 1.

TABLE II. Excited state’s effective one- and two-electron density matric
defined by Eqs.~28! and ~31!.a

t i j
ab5r i j

ab1
1
2 r 0ai j

ab

ui j
ab5r i j

ab1r 0ai j
ab

g i j 5g̃ i j 1d i j

g̃ i j 52
1
2(a( l i

ar j
a1 l j

ar i
a)2

1
4(kab( l ik

abujk
ab1 l jk

abuik
ab)

g ia5
1
2r 0l i

a1
1
2 ( jb( l j

bui j
ab1 l i j

abr j
b)1

1
2( jkbcl jk

bc(ai j
abr k

c1
1
2ai j

bcr k
a1

1
2ajk

abr i
c)

gab5
1
2( i( l i

ar i
b1 l i

br i
a)1

1
4( i jc( l i j

acui j
bc1 l i j

bcui j
ac)

G i jkl 5G̃ i jkl 2d l i dk j1dkid l j 2d l i g̃ jk1dkig̃ j l 1d l j g̃ ik2dk jg̃ i l

G̃ i jkl 5
1
4 (ab( l kl

abui j
ab1 l i j

abukl
ab)

Gabcd5
1
4( i j ( l i j

abui j
cd1 l i j

cdui j
ab)

G i jka5G̃ i jka2dk jg ia1dkig ja

G̃ i jka5
1
2(b( l k

bui j
ab1 l i j

abr k
b)1

1
2( lbcl kl

bc(ai j
abr l

c1ajl
abr i

c2ail
abr j

c2
1
2ail

bcr j
a

1
1
2ajl

bcr i
a1

1
2ai j

bcr l
a)

G i jab5
1
2(ai j

ab1r 0l i j
ab)2

1
2(kcl k

c(2aik
acr j

b1ajk
acr i

b1ai j
acr k

b1aik
bcr j

a2ajk
bcr i

a

2ai j
bcr k

a1aik
abr j

c2ajk
abr i

c)2
1
2(klcdl kl

cd(
1
2aik

cdt j l
ab2

1
2ajk

cdt il
ab

2
1
4ai j

cdtkl
ab1

1
2akl

act i j
bd2aik

act j l
bd1ajk

act il
bd1

1
2ai j

actkl
bd2

1
2akl

bct i j
ad

1aik
bct j l

ad2ajk
bct il

ad2
1
2ai j

bctkl
ad2

1
4akl

abt i j
cd1

1
2aik

abt j l
cd2

1
2ajk

abt il
cd)

G ia jb5G̃ ia jb1d j i gab

G̃ ia jb52
1
2( l i

br j
a1 l j

ar i
b)2

1
2(kc( l ik

bcujk
ac1 l jk

acuik
bc)

G iabc5
1
2( j ( l j

aui j
bc1 l i j

bcr j
a)2

1
2( jkdl jk

ad(
1
2ajk

bdr i
c1ai j

bdr k
c2

1
2ajk

cdr i
b2ai j

cdr k
b

2
1
2ajk

bcr i
d2ai j

bcr k
d)

aHere it is assumed that left and right excited states are biorthogona

such that( ial i
ar i

a1
1
4 ( i jabl i j

abr i j
ab51, and factorr 0 insures orthogonality of

the right excited states to the left ground state, and thus isr 0

52
1
4 ( i jabzi j

abr i j
ab . Excited left states do not mix with the reference, th

l 050.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion to fully relaxed density matrices from response theo
Stanton and Bartlett19 have compared calculation of certa
properties, e.g., excited state dipole moments and trans
dipole moments, by using such unrelaxed density matr
and by using density matrices from response theory. T
results19 have demonstrated that neglect of orbital andT2

relaxation has only a minor effect on properties. Howev
analytic nuclear gradients calculation would require calcu
tion of fully relaxed density matrices.59,60

A. Excited state equations

To obtain equations for the excited states, we rewrite
~6! as follows:

@H̄,R#uF0&5vRuF0&, ~34!

wherev is the transition energy,

v5Eex2Egs5^F0uLH̄RuF0&2^F0uH̄uF0&. ~35!

Such a definition of the transition energyv is consistent
only if ground state solution and excited states are nonin
acting across the Hamiltonian, i.e., if the following is true

^F i
auH̄uF0&50, ~36!

^F i j
abuH̄uF0&50. ~37!

For OO-CCD model, Eq.~37! is satisfied by Eq.~25!. How-
ever, Eq. ~36!, which would be satisfied for projectiv
B-CCD, is not exactly satisfied for OO-CCD. Thus, EOM
OO-CCD excited states interact across the Hamiltonian w
the ground state. However, since variationally optimized
bitals are very nearly equivalent to the projective Brueck
orbitals,1 the corresponding matrix elements are very sm
We also note that a linear response treatment allowing ti
dependence in the orbitals and the amplitudes would be
mally consistent and the present approach is expected t
like a Tamm–Dancoff approximation to this full result.

As the next step, we project Eq.~34! with the singly,
F i

a , and doubly,F i j
ab , excited determinants. Equations f

right eigenvectors, (R1 R2), and left ones, (L1 L2), can
be written in a matrix form as follows:

S A X

Y BD S R1

R2D 5vS R1

R2D , ~38!

~L1 L2!S A X

Y BD 5v~L1 L2! , ~39!

where A, B, X, Y are different blocks of the transforme
Hamiltonian. We solve Eqs.~38! and~39! by using a gener-
alization of Davidson’s iterative diagonalizatio
procedure,61,62 which requires calculation of products of th
transformed Hamiltonian matrix with trial vectors,

s i
a5~AR1! i

a1~XR2! i
a ,

~40!s i j
ab5~YR1! i j

ab1~BR2! i j
ab ,

s̃ i
a5~L1A! i

a1~L2Y! i
a ,

~41!
s̃ i j

ab5~L1X! i j
ab1~L2B! i j

ab .

Expressions for different blocks are given by
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~AR1! i
a5^F i

auHu~R11R1T2!F0&2r i
aE

~XR2! i
a5^F i

auHuR2F0&,

~YR1! i j
ab5^F i j

abuHu~R11R1T2!F0&,

~BR2! i j
ab5^F i j

abuHu~R21R2T2!F0&2r i j
abE,

~42!
~L1A! i

a5^F0L1uHu~11T2!F i
a&2 l i

aE,

~L2Y! i
a5^F0L2uHu~11T2!F i

a&,

~L1X! i j
ab5^F0L1uHuF i j

ab&,

~L2B! i j
ab5^F0L2uHu~11T2!F i j

ab&2 l i j
abE.

Programmable expressions, intermediates, and details
implementation are given in the Appendix.

B. Orbital relaxation

If the orbital relaxation is significant, one can explicit
optimize the energies of excited states with respect to
orbital rotation by using Eq.~33! and excited state densit
matrices defined by Eqs.~28!, ~31! and given in Table II.
This is similar to the CASSCF method, when orbitals a
optimized individually for each state. In this work we do n
consider such explicit orbital relaxation. It is desirable
principle, but computationally very demanding in practic
Instead, we are going to qualitatively analyze the effect
orbital relaxation for excited states and include the effects
orbital relaxation in an approximate way. The approxima
description is based on considering the first variation of
energy with respect to orbital rotation. The energy variat
is given by Eq.~22!, and equals the expectation value
commutator of the Hamiltonian and operatorL describing
small orbital rotations and defined by Eq.~20! on the CC
wave function.

To proceed with the analysis, we rewriteL such that
only non-redundant terms are left. For OO-CCD model, o
mixing between occupied and virtual orbital subspaces
fects the energy,

L5(
ia

Dai~a1i 2 i 1a!. ~43!

When acting on the operatorsR5R01R11R2 , L generates
single, double, and triple excitations~the appearance of triple
excitations in EOM-CCSD equations when orbital relaxati
is accounted for has been discussed by Sekino
Bartlett48!. Single and double excitations are already pres
in the excited state wave function, and therefore, orbital
laxation for the singly excited states is approximately d
scribed. However, since triple excitations are omitted
EOM-CCSD/OO-CCD excited state theory, orbital rela
ation for doubly excited states is not well described. Sin
excitation of two electrons can cause considerable change
orbitals, and since the relaxation effects are totally dis
garded, one can expect larger errors for doubly excited st
in EOM-CCSD/OO-CCD theory with unrelaxed orbital
This is an alternative explanation of the poor performance
EOM-CCSD/OO-CCD for doubly excited states.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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For the VOO-CCD model, there are four different orbit
subspaces,10 i.e., restricted core, active occupied~valence!,
active virtual ~valence!, and restricted virtual spaces. Th
non-redundant terms inL are then

L5(
ia

Dai~a1i 2 i 1a!1(
i 9 j 8

D i 9 j 8~ i 91 j 82 j 81i 9!

1 (
a8b9

Db9a8~b91a82a81b9!, ~44!

where9 and8 are used to distinguish between restricted a
active orbitals, respectively. If one is interested in valen
excited states, operatorsR1 andR2 would be restricted to the
valence space. If orbital relaxation was explicitly describ
such a wave function is an approximation of the CASS
wave function. WhenL acts onR0 and valence spaceR1 and
R2, it generates the following terms:~i! FromR0—all single
excitations;~ii ! from R1—single excitations from core orbit
als to valence virtuals, single excitations from valence oc
pied orbitals to the restricted virtual orbitals, and double
citations where one electron is excited within the act
space, and a second electron is excited from any occupie
any virtual; ~iii ! from R2—double excitations where on
electron is excited from a core orbital, and the second fr
an active orbital, both to the active orbitals; double exci
tions where both electrons are excited from valence orbi
so that one electron is excited to valence virtual, and
second to a restricted virtual orbital; and triple excitatio
such that two electrons are excited within the valence sp
and a third electron is excited from any occupied orbital
any virtual orbital.

Thus, for singly excited valence states an approxim
description of orbital relaxation can be given by allowin
single excitations in the whole space, as it is done in
multiconfigurational linear response~MCLR! ~Refs. 55–58!
model. However, the description of Rydberg states would
less accurate, because for these states single excitations
side the valence space are required to describe the state
Relaxation of doubly excited states would be completely
glected by this model. One can improve the model by allo
ing selected double excitations from the valence space, w
one of the electrons is excited within the active space. I
appropriate to employ terminology from multireferen
theory63 and call excitations restricted to the active space
internal excitations and excitations with one excitation
stricted to the active space as semi-internal excitations. T
classification has been also used in coupled-cluster th
when an active space is introduced.64

In this work we consider two models which provide a
approximate treatment of orbital relaxation. In the fi
model, we restrict operatorR2 to the valence space onl
~internal doubles!, and operatorR1 is defined in the whole
space. This model can be considered as an approximatio
a MCLR ~Refs. 55–58! wave function with the MCSCF ref
erence being the full valence space CASSCF wave funct
We expect that such a wave function would give its m
accurate results for valence single excited states, and wi
poorer for Rydberg states and doubly excited states. A
ond model allows for double excitations from the valen
Downloaded 17 May 2001 to 128.125.104.142. Redistribution subject to 
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space such that one electron is excited within the ac
space and a second electron is excited either from a
orbital to the valence space or from a valence orbital to
restricted orbital~internal and semi-internal doubles!.

For both models Eq.~36! is not satisfied, though corre
sponding coupling elements are small. Potentially more s
ous effects can be caused by the fact that for that sec
model, i.e., with semi-internal doubles, Eq.~37! is no longer
satisfied either. The definition of the transition energy by E
~35! could cause an unbalanced description of ground
excited states: semi-internal doubles would partially desc
dynamical correlation effects for the excited states, wh
dynamical correlation is not present in the ground st
VOO-CCD wave function. The extent to which these form
concerns have practical chemical consequences will be
sessed by numerical tests in the following section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present transition energies calcula
by EOM-OO-CCD and EOM-VOO-CCD models for sever
single-reference molecules (H2O, CH2O, C2H4O, C2H4,
BeO!, as well as for molecules with a significant nondynam
cal correlation in the ground state (CH1, BH, Ã 1A1 CH2),
and for symmetry-breaking rectangular O4

1 . The results are
compared with other excited state models. For the sake
brevity, we will further refer to the EOM-~V!OO-CCD tran-
sition energies as to~V!OO-CCD transition energies.

All electrons are correlated for the OO-CCD calcul
tions. All VOO-CCD and CASSCF ground state calculatio
were performed in the full valence active space, with co
orbitals being restricted. For the VOO-CCD model, we
port excitation energies calculated with~i! no orbital relax-
ation, i.e., internalR2 ,L2 and R1 ,L1 defined in the whole
space; and~ii ! approximate treatment of orbital relaxatio
i.e., internal and semi-internalR2 , L2.

We compare the internal~unrelaxed! VOO-CCD model
with CASSCF calculations where orbitals are optimized
the ground state only. The purpose here is to address
question of the relative importance of orbital relaxation f
the excited states vs nondynamical correlation. We wan
understand whether the VOO-CCD excited state wave fu
tion is flexible enough to give results of CASSCF qual
with individually optimized orbitals, or whether the omitte
higher excitations are an essential limitation of the mo
which cannot be recovered by orbital optimization. Sem
internal VOO-CCD is compared with CASSCF with ind
vidually optimized orbitals in order to demonstrate the p
formance of this approximate treatment of orbital relaxatio

Calculations were performed using twoab initio pack-
ages:Q-CHEM ~Ref. 65! and PSI.66 Our program for~V!OO-
CCD ground and excited states calculations is linked to b
platforms, and soon will become available through a n
release ofQ-CHEM.67 Full CI results were obtained using th
determinant-based CI programDETCI,68,69 and all CASSCF
calculations were performed using a new program written
C.D.S., which has been interfaced toDETCI. CCSD results
were obtained using theACESII ab initio program.70 Some
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE III. Vertical excitation energies~eV! for water ~DZ basis set!.

State FCIa CCSDb OO-CCDc CISb CASSCFd,e VOO-CCDe,f CASSCFd,g VOO-CCDf,h

1 1B1 8.696 8.58 8.55 9.57 17.03 9.55 8.74 8.10
1 1A2 10.798 10.72 10.69 11.38 17.64 11.52 10.81 10.17
2 1A1 10.840 10.74 10.71 11.63 27.13 11.90 10.49
1 1B2 13.272 13.21 13.19 13.76 21.37 14.26 13.48 12.99

aReference 72.
bReference 52.
cOO-CCD total energy is276.155 940 hartree.
dCASSCF total energy is276.064 997 hartree.
eOrbitals are optimized for the ground state.
fVOO-CCD total energy is276.064 893 hartree.
gIndividually optimized orbitals.
hOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.
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basis sets used in this work were obtained from the EM
database.71

A. H2O

Our first test case is the H2O molecule. Water does no
exhibit significant nondynamical correlation at equilibriu
geometry, and its lowest excited states are one-electron
citations. Two sets of calculations have been performed~i!
using a small basis set, such that comparison against
calculations72 is possible; and~ii ! using a very large basi
set,18 such that comparison with experimental results is p
sible. The comparison between~i! and ~ii ! elucidates the
question of the basis set dependence of the results.

Table III shows excitation energies calculated using
double-z ~DZ! basis and geometry of the FCI benchma
paper of Saxeet al.72 CIS and CCSD results are taken fro
Rico and Head-Gordon.52 Experimental results are cite
from Ref. 18.

The OO-CCD and CCSD energies are very close:
difference between the two models does not exceed 0.03
Both models approximate FCI energies closely, within
eV. By contrast, the VOO-CCD model with internal doubl
gives errors of 0.7–1.0 eV, which exceeds errors even of
CIS model~0.5–0.9 eV!. To investigate the source of thes
errors, we performed model CASSCF calculations, wh
orbitals were optimized for the ground state. This mo
completely disregards orbital relaxation for excited stat
and so calculated excitation energies are, as expected,
poor and errors are of the same order of magnitude as e
tation energies. The errors of this model are much larger t
errors of the internal VOO-CCD model, because single
citations outside the active space which are allowed in
latter partially describe relaxation effects. An important o
servation, however, can be made by comparing thetrend in
the error behavior: for both models the errors, though
very different in magnitude, are parallel, as demonstrate
Fig. 1. This suggests that the source of large VOO-C
errors is an insufficient treatment of orbital relaxation, rath
than omitted higher excitations. When we correct the VO
CCD model by including semi-internal double excitation
the performance is improved. Overall errors for VOO-CC
with such approximate treatment of orbital relaxation a
negative, within 0.3–0.6 eV. The CASSCF model with ind
vidually optimized orbitals exhibits very tiny errors of 0.01
y 2001 to 128.125.104.142. Redistribution subject to 
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0.2 eV. We expect that explicit orbital optimization for th
VOO-CCD excited states would make VOO-CCD excitati
energies close to CASSCF excitation energies.

Table IV shows results of calculations performed with
large basis set from Ref. 18, and experimental excitation
ergies. The contraction scheme is (12s8p4d)/@8s6p4d# for
oxygen and (6s4p)/@4s3p# for hydrogen. Six Cartesian
d-functions as in Ref. 52 have been used. Calculations h
been performed at the experimental geometry:r OH51.809
bohr andaHOH5104.5° ~the nuclear repulsion and Hartree
Fock energies are 9.194 180 and276.054 115 hartree, re
spectively!. There is a small discrepancy between the geo
etry used in the previous papers,18,52 and in this work: we

FIG. 1. VOO-CCD errors against FCI as functions of FCI excitation en
gies for the H2O molecule, with the DZ basis set. CASSCF and VOO-CC
models with orbitals optimized for the ground are compared. Similar beh
ior of errors suggests that the source of VOO-CCD errors is in insuffic
treatment of orbital relaxation.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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could not reproduce STO-3G results from Ref. 52. We h
also noticed that CCSD results are different between Ref
and Ref. 18. For these reasons, we have recalculated C
excitation energies.

Similarly to the small basis set, the difference betwe
CCSD and OO-CCD excitation energies does not exc
0.02 eV, and both models reproduce experimental excita
energies within 0.1–0.2 eV.

The errors of the VOO-CCD model with interna
doubles becomes larger~1.2–1.5 eV!, and, as in the smal
basis set, they are slightly larger than the errors of the
model. For this basis set, the valence active space CAS
model with orbitals optimized for the ground state is irre
evant, since all the excited states except 11B1 state are Ry-
dberg states. The VOO-CCD model with internal and se
internal doubles underestimates excitation energies by 0
0.6 eV ~the largest error observed for the valence state!. The
fact that VOO-CCD errors do not increase in the large ba
set is very encouraging, since it demonstrates that the po
tial imbalance introduced into the model by inclusion
semi-internal double excitations has only a minor numer
effect.

To explore what magnitude of errors could arise fro
the completely unbalanced treatment of dynamical corr
tion, we have performed calculations with a purposely unb
anced model, where the ground state was described
VOO-CCD wave function, and excited states were descri
by single and double excitations in the whole orbital spa
Such a model completely omits dynamical correlation for
ground state, but includes a significant part for the exci
states, therefore it is expected to~i! underestimate excitation
energies significantly and~ii ! exhibit strong basis set depen
dence. For the H2O molecule, such a model underestima
excitation energies by 0.3–1.2 eV in a DZ basis, and
1.0–2.3 eV in the large basis set.

Another interesting observation has been made by
when we investigated the importance of core relaxation —
has been found to be very important for this particular s
tem. Fig. 2 shows VOO-CCD errors~OO-CCD results with
restricted core are quite similar! against experimental excita
tion energies as a function of excitation energy. Three m
els differ by a description of core orbital relaxation: modea
completely neglects core relaxation~core is frozen for ex-

TABLE IV. Vertical excitation energies~eV! for water ~large basis set!.

State CCSDa OO-CCDb CISc VOO-CCDd,e VOO-CCDd,f Expt.

1 1B1 7.49 7.47 8.66 8.76 6.80 7.4
2 1B1 9.86 9.84 11.21 9.47 10.0
1 1A2 9.23 9.22 10.33 10.49 8.58 9.1
2 1A1 9.77 9.75 10.90 11.22 9.42 9.7
3 1A1 10.09 10.08 11.67 9.85 10.17
1 1B2 11.19 11.18 12.55 12.71 10.84

aCCSD total energy is276.316 091 hartree.
bOO-CCD total energy is276.316 436 hartree.
cReference 52.
dVOO-CCD total energy is276.107 121 hartree.
eOrbitals are optimized for the ground state.
fOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double e
tations.
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cited state calculation!. Model b allows single excitations
from the core orbital, i.e., it describes partially core rela
ation. Modelc in addition to these single excitations, allow
for the semi-internal core-valence double excitations~when
one electron is excited from core to the valence orbital, a
second electron is excited from valence to valence orbit!.
As Fig. 2 demonstrates, core relaxation effects are very n
uniform, and for the 31A1 state give as much as 0.8 e
difference! The 31A1 state is a mixture of the excitation
from 3b1 and 2a1 orbitals to high Rydberg orbitals. Sinc
2a1 orbital is the lowest valence orbital, the hole created
excitation can strongly perturb core electrons, which e
plains the observed effects. Overall performance of
model is improved when core relaxation is accounted f
errors become smaller and more uniform. Similar effe
have been also observed in the small~DZ! basis set. For
other systems studied here core relaxation effects have
found to be less dramatic, but still considerable. Intere
ingly, core relaxation effects for water are insignificant f
EOM-CCSD calculations with Hartree–Fock orbitals; app
ently this effect arises as a result of using Brueckner orbit

B. CH2O

Our second test case is the formaldehyde molecule,
which all the lowest excited states are single excitations. O
results are summarized in Table V. The CIS and CCSD

i-

FIG. 2. Errors against experimental excitation energies as functions of
perimental excitation energies for the H2O molecule. Modela completely
neglects core relaxation~core is frozen for excited state calculation!. Model
b allows single excitations from core orbital, i.e., describes partially c
relaxation. Modelc in addition to these single excitations, allows for doub
excitations where one electron is excited from core to the valence orb
and second electron is excited from valence to valence orbital.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE V. Vertical excitation energies~eV! for formaldehyde.

State CCSDa OO-CCDb CISa VOO-CCDc,d VOO-CCDc,e CASSCFf CPT2Ff Expt.

2 1A1 (R) 8.00 8.00 9.66 10.07 7.75 7.63 8.09 8.14
3 1A1 (R) 9.27 9.26 10.88 10.94 8.92 8.78 9.24
4 1A1 (R) 9.52g 9.52 11.44 9.22
5 1A1 (V) 10.00 9.99 9.45 11.76 9.61 10.24 9.77

1 1A2 (V) 3.95 3.91 4.48 5.01 3.08 4.62 3.91 4.07,3.
2 1A2 (R) 8.23 8.22 9.78 10.24 7.99 8.17 8.32 8.37
3 1A2 (R) 9.63g 9.64 11.23 9.45 9.08 9.31 9.22
4 1A2 (V) 10.38g 10.41 11.59 9.60

1 1B2 (R) 7.06 7.06 8.63 8.91 6.72 6.88 7.30 7.11
2 1B2 (R) 7.89 7.89 9.36 9.82 7.65 7.70 8.12 7.97
3 1B2 (R) 9.07 9.07 10.61 10.99 8.80 8.56 9.13 8.88
4 1B2 (R) 9.40 9.39 10.86 11.32 9.11 8.70 9.31

1 1B1 (V) 9.26 9.22 9.66 10.51 8.45 10.18 9.09
2 1B1 (R) 10.75g 10.74 12.47 10.65 8.49 9.23

aReferences 73–75.
bOO-CCD total energy is2114.291 526 hartree.
cVOO-CCD total energy is2114.033 762 hartree.
dOrbitals are optimized for the ground state.
eOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.
fReference 47.
gThis work.
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ergies have been calculated with the 6-311~21,21!G** ba-
sis set and are from Refs. 73–75. CASSCF and CASP
calculations47 have been obtained with an extended AN
basis set~C,O@4s3p1d#/H@2s1p# with a 1s1p1d set of Ry-
dberg functions contracted from a set of 8s8p8d primitives!,
and with four active electrons~the active space used for di
ferent states is different, its size varies from three to se
orbitals!. Experimental energies are cited from Ref. 47. O
CCD and VOO-CCD calculations of formaldehyde exci
tion energies have been performed with a 6-311~21,21!G**
basis set~pure d-functions have been used!, at the MP2
6-31G* optimized geometry reported by Hadadet al.:76 r CO

51.220 Å,r CH51.104 Å,aOCH5122.19°~nuclear repulsion
energy is 31.016 023 hartree!.

OO-CCD energies are again very close to those
CCSD: the difference does not exceed 0.01 eV. Both mo
reproduce experimental values within 0.1–0.2 eV. The err
of CIS model vary from 0.4 eV for the lowest valence sta
to 1.5–1.7 eV for the Rydberg and higher valence states

Similarly to the previous example, errors of VOO-CC
with internal doubles are quite large~larger than those o
CIS!. The error for the valenceA2 state is smaller than error
for Rydberg states, because for the valence state single
tations from the valence space are capable of approxima
describing orbital relaxation, whereas for Rydberg sta
these single excitations are employed to describe the elec
promotions and therefore cannot account for the orbital
laxation. Moreover, we expect orbital relaxation to beco
more important when the excited electron is promoted t
diffuse orbital, and the remaining core becomes more cat
like, as happens in Rydberg states.

Allowing semi-internal doubles improves results cons
tently, and makes them better than CIS. The resulting er
are very close to those of the CASSCF model. For m
states the errors are negative and in the range of 0.2–0.4
y 2001 to 128.125.104.142. Redistribution subject to 
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The largest error has been observed for the lowest vale
state; the excitation energy is underestimated by 0.7–0
eV. The CASSCF error for this state is also largest; the
ergy is overestimated by 0.55–0.8 eV. Excitation energ
for the rest of the states are underestimated by CASS
model by about 0.1–0.5 eV.

Therefore for formaldehyde the VOO-CCD model wi
an approximate description of orbital relaxation~internal and
semi-internal doubles! performs similarly to CASSCF with
state-average orbital optimization.47 The important advan-
tage of the VOO-CCD model, however, is that no select
of active space is required~since the whole valence spac
can be made active for much larger systems due to redu
computational demands!, while the CASSCF calculations47

have been performed with active spaces selected individu
for each group of excited states.

C. CH3CHO

Comparing results for formaldehyde with the larger a
etaldehyde molecule can help to assess whether or not
potential imbalance in VOO-CCD~introduced by inclusion
of semi-internal double excitations! would worsen as mol-
ecules grow in size. Calculations have been performed wi
6-311~21!G* basis set~pured-functions have been used!, at
the MP2 6-31G* optimized geometry reported by Had
et al.76 ~nuclear repulsion energy is 69.399 788 hartree!, as in
Ref. 75. The results are summarized in Table VI. CCS
CIS, and experimental energies are cited from Ref. 75.

The errors of VOO-CCD with semi-internal doubles a
only 0.1–0.2 eV, except for the valence 11A9 state, for
which VOO-CCD underestimates the excitation energy
0.8 eV. As for formaldehyde, VOO-CCD represents a co
siderable improvement over CIS. In this case at least,
performance of VOO-CCD does not degrade as the mole
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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grows in size. We expect this to be approximately true
general, because dynamical correlation originates prima
in local interactions. Using semi-internal double excitatio
which partly account for dynamical correlation should the
fore not be artificially degraded by the addition of remo
functional groups. More significant effects may arise in lar
molecules with highly delocalized excited states.

D. C2H4

The ethylene molecule is described well by single ref
ence methods both in its ground and excited states, altho
it exhibits some nondynamical correlation arising from t
(p* )2 configuration. Table VII summarizes the results
previously reported calculations, experimental excitation
ergies, and our OO-CCD and VOO-CCD calculations. T
comparison with experimental values is problematic, beca
only for the valence 11B1u (p→p* ) state the reported ex
perimental excitation energy corresponds to the vertical tr
sition. Experimental energies and CIS results are cited fr
Ref. 77. CCSD energies are from Refs. 73 and 75. Calc
tion of ethylene excitation energies has been performed w
a 6-311G~21,21!G** basis ~five Cartesiand-functions have
been used!, at the geometry from Ref. 78.

Differences between OO-CCD and CCSD models do
exceed 0.05 eV, and for both models the errors against
periment are within 0.1–0.4 eV. The largest error for bo
models is for the valence 11B1u (p→p* ) state, probably
because for this state the balanced description of nondyn
cal correlation is more important than for other states.

The performance of the VOO-CCD model with intern
doubles is unsatisfactory. The VOO-CCD model with inte
nal and semi-internal doubles performs well; most of
excitation energies are within 0.2–0.3 eV from the expe
mental values. The largest error of 1 eV against experim
or 0.6 eV against OO-CCD, has been observed for
3 1B1g state. The error for the valence 11B1u state ~for
which CCSD and OO-CCD give the error of 0.5 eV! is 0.2
eV, because the nondynamical correlation is described
by the VOO-CCD model.

TABLE VI. Vertical excitation energies~eV! for acetaldehyde.

State CCSDa CISb VOO-CCDc,d Expt.

2 1A8 (R) 6.78 8.51 6.66 6.82
3 1A8 (R) 7.49 9.22 7.39 7.46
4 1A8 (R) 7.68 9.30 7.62 7.75
5 1A8 (R) 8.39 10.19 8.35 8.43
6 1A8 (R) 8.51 10.26 8.44 8.69

1 1A9 (V) 4.26 4.89 3.46 4.28
2 1A9 (R) 7.64 9.37 7.55
3 1A9 (R) 8.57 10.31 8.53
4 1A9 (V) 9.23 9.78 9.06

aReferences 73 and 75.
bReference 76.
cVOO-CCD total energy is2153.154 287 hartree.
dOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double e
tations.
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E. BeO

BeO is a molecule that has largeT1 amplitudes in the
ground state. The largest amplitude is 0.09, and theT1

diagnostic79,80 is very large at 0.036~a value above around
0.02 is frequently associated with substantial nondynam
correlation!. The ground state electronic configuration
1s22s23s24s21p4, with a contribution fromp→p* exci-
tation~the value of the correspondingT2 in VOO-CCD wave
function is 0.09!. As such, it is an interesting test case f
comparing~V!OO-CCD against CCSD, since there are re
tively large differences in the Brueckner orbitals relative
Hartree–Fock orbitals.

The calculations have been performed at the experim
tal geometry81 with a basis set derived from the augment
double-z ANO basis of Roos82 by uncontracting the two
most diffuses and p functions. The contraction scheme
(14s9p4d)/@6s5p2d#. Manifolds of five d functions have
been used in this study. Test calculations with additio
diffuse functions~ones-function on Be, and twos- and one
p-functions on oxygen!, have shown that extra diffuse func
tions have essentially no effect~about 0.01 eV for a couple
of states! on the excitation energies reported here.

The results are given in Table VIII. MRCI calculations83

have previously been performed in a DZP-quality basis
augmented by one diffusep-function on oxygen. All the
states from Table VIII have predominantly singly excite
character. The leading excitation for the 21S1, 1 1S2,
1 1D, 1 1P, and 21P states is valence. However, the
states also exhibit significant Rydberg character. The 21S1

state is 4s→1s* excitation; 11S2 and 1 1D states arep
→p* excitations; 11P and 2 1P state arep→1s* and 4
s→p* excitations, respectively. The rest of the states fr
Table VIII are Rydberg excitations ofp-electrons.

CIS exhibits very large errors~up to 4 eV!! for some of
the states, though it describes the character of these s
correctly. Presumably because of the very largeT1 ampli-
tudes in the ground state CCSD wave function, for this c
we see the largest differences yet between OO-CCD
CCSD excitation energies. The OO-CCD excited states
BeO are generally about 0.1 eV below the EOM-CCSD
sults, the largest difference being 0.14 eV. Given that
accuracy of EOM-CCSD is about 0.2–0.3 eV, these diff
ences between OO-CCD and CCSD excitation energ
should still be considered fairly small. Nevertheless, in t
case we see that OO-CCD reproduces excitation energie
the two experimentally known excited states even better t
EOM-CCSD, with errors of 0.01 and 0.15 eV, compared
0.13 and 0.27 eV for EOM-CCSD. For this molecule VOO
CCD with semi-internal doubles also performs very well
the maximum discrepancy between OO-CCD and VO
CCD excitation energies is 0.25 eV.

F. CH¿

In this section we investigate performance of OO-CC
and VOO-CCD models for the CH1 molecule. CH1 has a
ground electronic configuration 1s22s23s2 and a moder-
ately large nondynamical correlation contribution originati

i-
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE VII. Vertical excitation energies~eV! for ethylene, 6-311G~21,21!G~*,* ! basis set.a

State CCSDb OO-CCDc CISd VOO-CCDe,f VOO-CCDe,g Expt.

2 1Ag (R) 8.34 8.38 8.09 9.07 8.11 8.29
3 1Ag (R) 10.52 10.29 11.14 10.23
4 1Ag ~R! 11.54 12.77 11.50

1 1B1g (R) 7.96 8.01 7.71 8.74 7.64 7.80
2 1B1g (R) 9.38 9.42 9.09 10.16 9.10 9.34
3 1B1g (V) 8.75 9.28 9.70 8.18 9.2
4 1B1g (R) 10.37 10.06 11.08 9.99

1 1B2g (R) 7.99 8.04 7.68 8.89 7.73 8.01
2 1B2g (R) 9.46 9.19 10.24 9.16
3 1B2g (RV) 9.87 9.56 10.63 9.59
4 1B2g (RV) 10.24 10.26 11.22 9.73

1 1B3g (R) 9.76 10.93 9.66
2 1B3g (R) 11.31 12.51 11.28
3 1B3g (R) 11.68 12.86 11.61
4 1B3g (R) 11.90 13.09 11.85

1 1Au (R) 9.01 9.05 8.77 9.85 8.76
2 1Au (R) 9.95 9.65 10.72 9.65
3 1Au (R) 10.84 12.01 10.80
4 1Au (R) 11.37 12.18 11.01

1 1B1u (V) 8.14 8.19 7.74 8.94 7.80 7.60
2 1B1u (R) 9.39 9.43 9.09 10.20 9.12 9.33
3 1B1u (R) 10.51 11.68 10.40
41B1u (R) 11.85 12.93 11.63

1 1B2u (R) 10.43 11.60 10.36
2 1B2u (R) 11.91 13.10 11.86
3 1B2u (R) 12.30 13.54 12.28
4 1B2u (R) 12.34 13.90 12.30

1 1B3u (R) 7.31 7.35 7.13 8.15 7.03 7.11
2 1B3u (R) 8.86 8.91 8.63 9.70 8.62 8.62
3 1B3u (R) 9.18 9.22 8.93 9.99 8.92
4 1B3u (R) 9.40 9.11 10.14 9.10 8.90

a5d functions used. Hartree–Fock energy is278.055 980 hartree.
bReference 73.
cOO-CCD total energy is278.412 618 hartree.
dReference 77.
eVOO-CCD total energy is278.197 893 hartree.
fOrbitals are optimized for the ground state.
gOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.

TABLE VIII. Excitation and total energies for BeO,r BeO51.3308 Å.a

State CCSD OO-CCD VOO-CCDb CIS MRCIc,d Expt.c,e

2 1S1 (V) 2.77 2.63 2.56 4.55 2.47 2.64
3 1S1 (R) 7.28 7.16 7.21 8.17
1 1S2 (V) 5.76 5.64 5.41 10.38 5.25
2 1S2 (R) 8.04 7.98 8.02 10.54
1 1D (V) 5.74 5.65 5.49 5.98 5.28
2 1D (R) 8.08 7.94 7.99 8.73
1 1P (V) 1.44 1.32 1.29 2.46 0.91 1.17
2 1P (V) 6.92 6.80 6.55 7.85
3 1P (R) 7.25 7.15 7.22 7.97
4 1P (R) 7.38 7.28 7.30 8.09

X 1S1 289.746 098 289.744 594 289.607 431

aNuclear repulsion energy is 12.724 430 hartree, Hartree–Fock energy is289.449 806 hartree.
bOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.
cBottom-to-bottom excitation energies (Te).
dReference 83.
eReference 81.
y 2001 to 128.125.104.142. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE IX. Excitation and total energies for CH1, r CH52.137 130 bohr.a

State FCIb CCSDc OO-CCD MCLRb CASSCFd VOO-CCDd CASSCFe VOO-CCDf

1S1 (2e) 8.549 9.11 9.12 11.75 13.90 13.66 8.91
1S1 (1e) 13.525 13.58 13.59 14.37 22.65 14.78 13.72
1S1 (1e) 17.217 17.33 18.06 25.53 18.42 17.44
1P (1e) 3.230 3.26 3.26 3.20 6.60 3.82 3.20 2.93
1P (1e) 14.127 14.44 14.70 17.68 15.59 14.17
1D (2e) 6.964 7.89 7.91 9.59 11.56 11.39 7.47 7.31
1D (2e)g 16.833 17.70 20.77 22.69 22.06 17.16

X 1S1 238.019 638 238.017 698 237.968 158 237.968 158 237.968 087 237.968 158 237.968 087

aNuclear repulsion energy is 2.807 504 hartree, Hartree–Fock energy is237.902 768 hartree.
bReference 84.
cReference 52.
dOrbitals are optimized for the ground state.
eIndividually optimized orbitals.
fOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.
gThis state has significant contributions from triple excitations.
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from the 1s22s21p2 configuration. The molecule possess
low-lying excited states with dominant contributions fro
two-electron excitations.

The present calculations were carried out with a basis
employed by Olsenet al.84 The basis was comprised of th
standard Dunning85 double-z plus polarization~DZP! basis
set augmented by diffuses and p functions on carbon and
one diffuses function on hydrogen. The contraction schem
is (10s6p1d)/@5s3p1d# for carbon and (5s1p)/@3s1p# for
hydrogen. We performed calculations at three geometries~i!
at r CH5r e52.137 13 bohr as in Refs. 84 and 52;~ii ! at
r CH51.5•r e ; and ~iii ! at r CH52•r e . For this small mol-
ecule, we can compare our results with FCI calculations~FCI
results atr CH5r e are from Ref. 84; FCI calculations at 1.
•r e and 2•r e have been performed in this work!. For r CH

5r e , CCSD ~Ref. 52! and multiconfigurational linear re
sponse~MCLR! ~Ref. 84! results are also available. In add
tion, we have performed FCI and VOO-CCD calculations
the entire PES’s. The results are summarized in Tables
XIII.

The first1S1 state and two1D states are doubly excite
states. Moreover, analysis of the FCI wave function sho
that at larger C–H distances the second1D state becomes a
Downloaded 17 May 2001 to 128.125.104.142. Redistribution subject to 
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triply excited state — the leading determinant in FCI wa
function corresponds to the excitation of three electrons fr
the reference configuration.

Comparison of the CCSD and OO-CCD excitation en
gies demonstrates an excellent agreement between the
models~differences do not exceed 0.01 eV!. As expected,
both models are very accurate for the singly excited state
equilibrium, and exhibit larger errors~about 1 eV! for doubly
excited states. As the C–H bond is broken, OO-CCD
comes a worse approximation for the ground electronic s
~just as for CCSD!; this tends to add to the intrinsic error o
the excited state procedure. Hence, errors in excitation e
gies grow with increasing C–H bond length, leading to d
torted potential energy curves.

At the equilibrium geometry, VOO-CCD results can b
compared with~i! linear response form the full valence spa
CASSCF ~MCLR results from Ref. 84!; ~ii ! full valence
space CASSCF excitation energies with orbitals being o
mized for ground state; and~iii ! full valence space CASSCF
calculations with orbitals optimized individually for eac
state. CASSCF, VOO-CCD, and MCLR~Ref. 84! calcula-
tions have been performed with four electrons in five~three
s and twop) orbitals. The errors for these models are vis
TABLE X. Excitation energies for CH1, r CH53.205 695 bohr.a

State FCI OO-CCD CASSCFb VOO-CCDb CASSCFc VOO-CCDd

1S1 6.954 7.70 11.34 10.20 7.47
1S1 9.344 9.53 12.88 12.31 9.48
1S1 13.988 17.15 15.10 14.27
1P 1.718 1.81 3.72 2.20 1.72 1.38
1P 8.202 8.78 10.74 10.17 8.40
1D 5.847 7.05 10.43 10.52 5.73 6.53
1De 13.949 15.99 18.70 19.34 15.60

X 1S1 237.954 264 237.951 360 237.906 523 237.906 273 237.906 523 237.906 273

aNuclear repulsion energy is 1.871 669 hartree, Hartree–Fock energy is237.818 452 hartree.
bOrbitals are optimized for the ground state.
cIndividually optimized orbitals.
dOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.
eThis state has a dominant triply excited character.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE XI. Excitation energies for CH1, r CH54.274 26 bohr.a

State FCI OO-CCD CASSCFb VOO-CCDb CASSCFc VOO-CCDd

1S1 5.353 5.84 8.15 7.11 5.67
1S1 6.681 7.38 10.86 10.81 7.25
1S1 11.005 12.48 12.30 11.34
1P 0.566 0.75 1.36 0.93 0.57 0.27
1P 5.363 5.96 6.62 6.54 5.65
1D 4.964 6.34 9.17 9.36 4.87 5.91
1De 10.901 14.71 13.64 17.12 14.37

X 1S1 237.900 984 237.896 031 237.854 182 237.853 807 237.854 182 237.853 807

aNuclear repulsion energy is 1.403 752 hartree, Hartree–Fock energy is237.734 283 hartree.
bOrbitals are optimized for the ground state.
cIndividually optimized orbitals.
dOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.
eThis state has a dominant triply excited character.
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alized in Fig. 3. The errors for the CASSCF model w
orbitals optimized for the ground state are largest, since
model completely disregards orbital relaxation. The errors
VOO-CCD with internal doubles are~i! considerably
smaller; and~ii ! the trend in error behavior is very similar t
that of the CASSCF model. The errors of MCLR are sma
than VOO-CCD errors, since MCLR wave function is a F
wave function in the active space, and the error behavio
again parallel to the errors of VOO-CCD. This suggests t
both models suffer from the insufficient description of orbi
relaxation. Errors are larger for doubly excited states, si
orbital relaxation is more important when two electrons
promoted to the higher orbitals. VOO-CCD model with i
ternal and semi-internal doubles gives errors within20.3 to
0.36 eV for all states. For two states for which CASSC
energies with individually optimized orbitals are availab
the VOO-CCD and CASSCF errors are very close.

Similar error behavior was observed at the other t
geometries. Errors of CASSCF with orbitals optimized f
the ground state and VOO-CCD with internal doubles
come smaller as the C–H distance increases, which m
that orbital relaxation for excited states becomes less im
tant. The reason is that the ground and excited states bec
more similar when the overlap between fragments decrea
especially for states which dissociate to the same limit as
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ground state, e.g., first1P state. In other words, at equilib
rium geometry the energy gap~and differences in electronic
density! between bonding and antibonding orbitals is t
greatest.

The VOO-CCD model fails to describe second1D state
at large distances, because this state becomes predomin
triple excitation in character. For all other states, the err
for VOO-CCD remain small. The largest error has been
served for the first1D state, and it does not exceed 1 eV.

To explore the usefulness VOO-CCD with semi-intern
doubles for excited states geometry optimization, we h
performed calculations of the CH1 PES’s along the bond
breaking coordinate. Tables XII and XIII give total energi
for FCI and VOO-CCD models, respectively, and Fig.
shows corresponding PES’s. Though VOO-CCD lacks
namical correlation, the overall shapes of PES’s are rep
duced quite satisfactorily. For the bound states, i.e., 11P,
2 1S, and 11D states, the VOO-CCD and FCI curves a
essentially parallel around excited state minima. Moreov
except for the 11D and 3 1S states which exhibit increasin
error along the dissociation coordinate, PES’s for other sta
follow FCI curves closely in a whole range of nuclear d
tortions.

To summarize:~i! the primary cause of the poor perfo
mance of the VOO-CCD model with internal doubles is
TABLE XII. FCI total energies for CH1.

RCH ~bohr! X 1S 2 1S 3 1S 1 1D 1 1P 2 1P

2.0 238.016 276 237.695 051 237.501 551 237.755 295 237.892 359 237.469 402
2.137 13 238.019 639 237.705 464 237.522 625 237.763 712 237.900 955 237.500 483
2.2 238.019 088 237.708 250 237.530 831 237.765 573 237.903 073 237.513 247
2.4 238.011 599 237.711 638 237.552 925 237.765 966 237.905 002 237.550 525
2.6 237.998 972 237.710 066 237.570 786 237.761 283 237.902 816 237.583 555
2.8 237.984 226 237.706 379 237.585 746 237.754 329 237.899 035 237.611 519
3.0 237.969 114 237.702 274 237.598 745 237.746 761 237.894 957 237.634 244
3.205 695 237.954 264 237.698 693 237.610 860 237.739 367 237.891 116 237.652 833
3.4 237.941 434 237.696 498 237.621 531 237.733 275 237.888 066 237.666 821
3.6 237.929 699 237.695 761 237.631 691 237.728 138 237.885 541 237.678 424
3.8 237.919 505 237.696 672 237.640 657 237.724 160 237.883 543 237.687 839
4.0 237.910 783 237.699 117 237.648 048 237.721 220 237.881 939 237.695 535
4.274 26 237.900 984 237.704 251 237.655 469 237.718 560 237.880 166 237.703 878
4.5 237.894 563 237.709 094 237.659 628 237.717 267 237.878 953 237.709 194
5.0 237.884 615 237.716 185 237.665 115 237.716 185 237.876 817 237.717 176
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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insufficient description of orbital relaxation~except for the
states which involve excitation of more than two electron!;
~ii ! VOO-CCD with internal and semi-internal doubles d
scribes PES’s in case of a single bond-breaking for dou
and singly excited states with errors not exceeding 1 eV
CH1; and ~iii ! with approximate treatment of orbital relax
ation ~semi-internal doubles!, VOO-CCD model may be use
ful for excited state geometry optimization for both sing
and doubly excited states.

FIG. 3. Errors against FCI as functions of FCI excitation energies for C1

molecule. a, orbitals are optimized for the ground state. b, orbital relaxa
is approximately described. c, individually optimized orbitals.
Downloaded 17 May 2001 to 128.125.104.142. Redistribution subject to 
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G. BH

BH is isoelectronic with CH1, and the effect of non-
dynamical correlation is slightly larger, e.g., the weight
the 1s22s21p2 configuration in the VOO-CCD wave func
tion at equilibrium geometry is 0.14 for CH1, and is 0.17 for
BH. The calculation of excited states of BH by OO-CCD a

n
FIG. 4. PES’s calculated by FCI~empty symbols! and VOO-CCD~filled
symbols! model with semi-internal doubles. Curves are shifted such t
equilibrium ground state energy equals zero. Note that around excited s
minima (1 1P, 2 1S, 1 1D states! VOO-CCD model reproduces the shape
of FCI PES’s very well.
TABLE XIII. VOO-CCDa total energies for CH1.

RCH ~bohr! X 1S 2 1S 3 1S 1 1D 1 1P 2 1P

2.0 237.963 981 237.630 4 237.440 2 237.691 7 237.850 7 237.416 7
2.137 13 237.968 087 237.640 7 237.463 9 237.699 4 237.860 5 237.447 4
2.2 237.967 867 237.643 3 237.473 2 237.700 9 237.863 2 237.459 8
2.4 237.961 352 237.646 1 237.498 4 237.699 8 237.866 6 237.496 4
2.6 237.949 543 237.643 9 237.518 4 237.693 6 237.865 6 237.529 5
2.8 237.935 436 237.639 7 237.534 3 237.684 9 237.862 7 237.557 8
3.0 237.920 793 237.635 3 237.547 2 237.675 6 237.859 2 237.580 6
3.205 695 237.906 273 237.631 9 237.558 1 237.666 4 237.855 6 237.598 7
3.4 237.893 646 237.630 5 237.566 7 237.658 6 237.852 7 237.612 0
3.6 237.882 052 237.631 1 237.574 0 237.651 8 237.850 1 237.622 8
3.8 237.871 973 237.634 0 237.579 6 237.646 1 237.847 9 237.631 4
4.0 237.863 375 237.638 4 237.583 7 237.641 5 237.846 0 237.638 4
4.274 26 237.853 807 237.645 5 237.587 5 237.636 6 237.843 7 237.646 0
4.5 237.847 643 237.651 2 237.589 6 237.633 6 237.842 1 237.651 0
5.0 237.838 387 237.660 5 237.592 3 237.629 2 237.838 9 237.658 6

aOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE XIV. Vertical excitation energies~eV! for BHa ~aug-ccpVDZ basis set!.

State FCIb CCSDb OO-CCDc VOO-CCDd,e CASSCFe,f VOO-CCDd,g CASSCFf,h Expt.

B 1S1 (1e) 6.378 6.42 6.42 7.18 11.64 6.170 6.49
C 1S1 (2e) 6.996 7.39 7.39 8.20 18.03 7.486 6.86
E 1S1 (1e) 7.559 7.75 7.76 8.90 18.93 7.952 7.67

A 1P (1e) 2.944 2.97 2.96 3.61 6.13 2.77 2.99 2.87
D 1P ~1e! 7.466 7.50 7.52 8.22 13.51 7.75
G 1P (1e) 8.256 8.28 8.28 8.97 8.58

C 1D (2e) 5.880 6.675 6.674 8.58 9.60 6.225 5.71

ar e51.2324 Å. Nuclear repulsion energy is 2.146 936 hartree. Hartree–Fock energy is225.126 475 hartree.
bReference 86.
cOO-CCD energy is225.217 640 hartree.
dVOO-CCD energy is225.180 147 hartree.
eOrbitals are optimized for the ground state.
fCASSCF energy is225.180 202 hartree.
gOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.
hIndividually optimized orbitals.
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VOO-CCD methods has been performed with an a
ccpVDZ basis set and at the geometry from Ref. 86. Res
are given in Table XIV.

The difference between OO-CCD and CCSD models
within 0.01 eV, and both models reproduce FCI results
singly excited states very closely. VOO-CCD with intern
doubles and CASSCF with orbitals optimized for the grou
state behave similarly, as in previous cases. Approxim
treatment of orbital relaxation by inclusion of semi-intern
doubles improves results greatly; the errors are within20.21
to 0.49 eV, for both singly and doubly excited states.

H. CH2

Methylene in its 11A1 state has a significant diradica
character. The lowest excited state of the same symmet
doubly excited state. The electronic structure of these
states is described by a combination of two configuratio
1a1

22a1
21b2

23a1
2 and the doubly excited 1a1

22a1
21b2

21b1
2 con-

figuration, with a larger contribution from the first configu
ration in the 11A1 state. Here we discuss excitation ener
for the 1 1A1→2 1A1 transition. We performed calculation
at ~i! equilibrium geometry (r CH52.11 bohr,aHCH5102.4°;
~ii ! at a5170°; and~iii ! with elongated C–H bonds (r CH

51.5•r e); as in Ref. 87. The present calculations were c
ried out with a basis set employed in Refs. 88 and 87. T
basis was comprised of the slightly modified stand
Dunning85 double-z plus polarization~DZP! basis set. The
contraction scheme is (9s5p)/@4s2p# for carbon and
(4s/2s) for hydrogen. FCI and CASSCF results are fro
Ref. 87, CCSD results are from Ref. 52.
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Total FCI87 SCF,87 CASSCF,87 OO-CCD, and VOO-
CCD energies are given in Table XV. VOO-CCD energi
are very close to CASSCF energies at all three geomet
which means that VOO-CCD does approximates grou
state CASSCF very well for the range of geometrical dist
tions considered.

Table XVI summarizes results for the excitation ene
gies. CCSD and OO-CCD results are very similar; bo
methods fail to describe this doubly excited state. For VO
CCD model with internal doubles errors are very large a
not uniform. In this small basis set, CASSCF with orbita
optimized for the ground state gives almost the same err
which shows that VOO-CCD and CASSCF orbitals are ve
similar, and that orbital relaxation which is not properly d
scribed by VOO-CCD with orbitals optimized for the groun
state and internal doubles cause large errors. In the prev
cases, CASSCF errors are larger than those of VOO-CCD
singly and doubly excited states, and smaller for the sta
which acquire triple excited character. For methylene,
CASSCF errors are smaller than those of VOO-CCD as
two C–H bonds are simultaneously stretched~at 1.5•r e),
since the VOO-CCD description of the ground state becom
poorer ~simultaneous breaking of two strongly interactin
bonds is beyond the scope of the VOO-CCD model!. The
approximate treatment of relaxation improves VOO-CCD
sults for the equilibrium anda5170° geometries~errors are
0.44 eV and20.16 eV, respectively!. As expected, at 1.5
•r e better treatment of orbital relaxation does not impro
results significantly, since in this case the poor performa
of VOO-CCD is not solely due to the relaxation, but to th
absence of triple and quadruple excitations.
TABLE XV. Total energies for the 11A1 state of methylene, DZP basis.

FCIa SCFa CASSCFa OO-CCD VOO-CCD

r e 239.027 183 238.886 297 238.945 529 239.023 739 238.945 349
a5170° 238.979 277 238.829 519 238.886 014 238.966 678 238.885 791
1.5r e 238.899 243 238.720 110 238.831 433 238.892 292 238.830 813

aReference 87.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE XVI. Excitation energies for the 11A1→2 1A1 transition in methylene, DZP basis.

FCIa CCSDb OO-CCD CASSCFc VOO-CCDc CASSCFa,d VOO-CCDe

r e 4.60 6.00 6.00 9.43 9.36 4.85 5.04
a5170° 1.07 1.68 1.68 1.09 1.06 1.03 0.90

1.5r e 4.45 7.12 7.19 7.32 6.71 4.76 6.49

aReference 87.
bReference 52.
cOrbitals are optimized for the ground state.
dIndividually optimized orbitals.
eOrbital relaxation is approximately described by semi-internal double excitations.
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I. Rectangular O 4
¿

Rectangular O4
1 radical in its 4B1g exhibits symmetry

breaking which affects even the usually orbital insensit
CCSD wave function. For example, CCSD predicts anom
lously high frequency forb3u stretch. On the other hand
OO-CCD model, which does not depend on symmet
broken Hartree–Fock orbitals, treats this problem correct1

We were interested in comparing OO-CCD predictions
excited states against those of the EOM-CCSD.

Table XVII shows vertical excitation energies for th
three lowest excited states of the rectangular O4

1 calculated
in the 6-31G* basis set. The differences between two mod
are surprisingly small. The reason is that at the symme
D2h structure we are not allowed to see the symmetry bre
ing, i.e., symmetry-adapted orbitals have been used in EO
CCSD calculations. EOM-CCSD wave functions could
affected by symmetry breaking at some distortions of low
symmetry, e.g., we expect that excited state frequen
would exhibit substantial differences, as it happens for
ground state.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An excited state theory for the OO-CCD and VOO-CC
models has been presented, and its performance has
studied for several single-reference molecules (H2O, CH2O,
C2H4O, C2H4, BeO!, as well as for molecules with mor
significant nondynamical correlation in the ground stat~
CH1, BH, CH2), and for rectangular O4

1 . We have found
that:

~1! The EOM OO-CCD model describes excited states w
the same accuracy as EOM CCSD. The differences
excitation energies calculated by two models are v
tiny, and usually do not exceed 0.01 eV.

~2! The excited state VOO-CCD model with internal doub
excitations and with orbitals optimized for the groun
state~single excitations are allowed in the whole spac!

TABLE XVII. Vertical excitation energies for the4B1g state of rectangular
O4

1 , 6-31G~* ! basis set.a

State CCSDb OO-CCD

1Au 0.767 0.765
1B3g 1.124 1.123
1B2u 1.714 1.709

aBasis set and geometry from Ref. 1.
bReference 90.
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performs very similarly to the linear response CASSC
model. Both models suffer from insufficient descriptio
of orbital relaxation effects. The comparison of th
VOO-CCD model with the model CASSCF calculation
with orbitals optimized for the ground state demo
strated a similarity in error behavior and confirms th
conclusion.

~3! The approximate treatment of orbital relaxation by i
cluding semi-internal doubles improves results cons
tently. The overall errors of this corrected VOO-CC
model do not exceed 1 eV for singly and doubly excit
states and along single bond breaking coordina
Therefore, it can be considered as an inexpensive
simple alternative to multireference calculations, es
cially for excited state geometry optimization. It is e
sentially a CIS quality~semiquantitative! model for both
singly and doubly excited state surfaces along sin
bond-breaking coordinates.

~4! Errors of VOO-CCD with semi-internal doubles do n
increase the molecule and/or basis set grows in s

TABLE XVIII. Intermediates used in Eqs.~A1!–~A7!. To avoid storage of
large 6-index quantities, intermediates which have to be updated at
iteration of diagonalization procedure were introduced.

Fi j 5 f i j 1
1
2 (kbcaik

bc^ jkuubc&

Fab5 f ab2
1
2 ( jkcajk

ac^ jkuubc&

Fia5 f ia1(kbf kbaik
ab2

1
2 (klcakl

ac^kluu ic&2
1
2 (kcdaik

cd^kauucd&
I ia jb

1 5^ iauu jb&2(kcaik
bc^ jkuuac&

I i jkb
2 52^ i j uukb&1(cai j

bcf kc2
1
2 (cdai j

cd^kbuucd&
1( lc(ail

bc^ jcuukl&2ajl
bc^ icuukl&)

I jcab
3 52^ jcuuab&1(kajk

abf kc2
1
2 (klakl

ab^ jcuukl&
1(kd(ajk

ad^kbuucd&2ajk
bd^kauucd&)

I i jkl
4 5

1
2^ i j uukl&1

1
4 (cdai j

cd^kluucd&
I abcd

5 5
1
2^abuucd&1

1
4 (klakl

ab^kluucd&

Ti j
1 5(kcr k

c^ icuu jk&
Tab

2 52(kcr k
c^kauucb&

Ti j
3 5

1
2 (kcdr ik

cd^ jkuucd&
Tab

4 5
1
2 (klcr kl

ac^kluubc&
Ti j

5 5
1
2 (kabl ik

abajk
ab

Tab
6 5

1
2 ( i jc l i j

acai j
bc

Aiaia5Faa2Fii 2I iaia
1

Di jab,i jab52Fii 2F j j 1Faa1Fbb2(I ibib
1 1I jb jb

1 1I iaia
1 1I ja ja

1 )1I i j i j
4 1I abab

5

2
1
2 ( l(^ j l uuab&ajl

ab1^ i l uuab&ail
ab)2

1
2 (d(^ i j uubd&ai j

bd

1^ i j uuad&ai j
ad)
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which means that any imbalance introduced by the
clusion of semi-internal double excitations has only m
nor numerical effects.

~5! Explicit treatment of orbital relaxation by individual o
state-average orbital optimization of excited states is
pected to bring VOO-CCD model towards the accura
of CASSCF with orbital optimization. We expect to e
plore this in future work.

~6! VOO-CCD with semi-internal doubles still fails~i! for
excited states which have a considerable contributi
from triply excited configurations; and~ii ! when more
than one bond is broken. In order to treat these sit
tions, higher excitations should be included in the mod
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APPENDIX

Programmable expressions for right and lefts from Eqs.
~40!–~42! are
~AR1! i
a5(

b
r i

bFab2(
j

r j
aFi j 2(

jb
r j

bI ib ja
1 , ~A1!

~XR2! i
a5(

jb
r i j

abf jb2
1

2 S (
jkb

r jk
ab^ ibuu jk&1(

jbc
r i j

bc^ jauubc& D ~A2!

~YR1! i j
ab5r i

aF jb2r j
aFib1r j

bFia2r i
bF ja(

k
~r k

aI i jkb
2 2r k

bI i jka
2 !1(

c
~r i

cI jcab
3 2r j

cI icab
3 !

1(
l

~Til
1ajl

ab2Tjl
1 ail

ab!1(
d

~Tad
2 ai j

bd2Tbd
2 ai j

ad!, ~A3!

~BR2! i j
ab5(

k
~r jk

abFik2r ik
abF jk!1(

c
~r i j

acFbc2r i j
bcFac!1(

kc
~r jk

acI ickb
1 2r ik

acI jckb
1 1r ik

bcI jcka
1 2r jk

bcI icka
1 !

1(
kl

r kl
abI i jkl

4 1(
cd

r i j
cdI abcd

5 1(
l

~Til
3ajl

ab2Tjl
3 ail

ab!1(
d

~Tad
4 ai j

bd2Tbd
4 ai j

ad!

~L1A! i
a5(

b
l i
bFba2(
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jb
l j
bI jaib
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2 (
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l jk
abI jkib

2 1
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2 (
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l i j
bcI jabc
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Intermediates used in Eqs.~A1!–~A7! are similar to trans-
formed integrals from Ref. 19, and are summarized in Ta
XVIII. Table XVIII also contains expressions for the diago
nal elements of the transformed Hamiltonian needed for
iterative diagonalization procedure. Most of the interme
ates from Table XVIII are contractions of integrals with am
plitudes T2, and thus are the same for all states and
calculated once. However, in order to avoid storage of la
6-index quantities, intermediates which have to be upda
for each state and at each iteration of diagonalization pro
dure were introduced~those areTi j

1 ,Tab
2 ,Ti j

3 ,Tab
4 ,Ti j

5 ,Tab
6 ).

The equations and intermediates for VOO-CCD mo
with internal and semi-internal doubles are easily retriev
from Eqs. ~A1!–~A7! and Table XVIII by zeroing corre-
sponding blocks of doubly excited amplitudes ands-vectors,
e.g., VOO-CCD model with semi-internal doubles is d
scribed by the Eqs.~A1!–~A7! whereR2 , L2 , (BR2) i j

ab , and
(L2B) i j

ab tensors have zero blocks if~i! both occupied in-
dexes are core ones; or/and~ii ! both virtual indexes are re
stricted virtual indexes. One can easily identify which bloc
of intermediates from Table XVIII are zero by analyzin
contractions of corresponding integrals withT2 amplitudes
which are zero unless all four indexes are from the ac
space. The coding of these equations have been perfor
using our C11 tensor library89 which supports multidimen-
sional tensors with an arbitrary type of zero-block structu

We have found, that an approximate expression for
diagonal elements in the doubles block can be used in it
tive diagonalization; no difference in convergence rate
excitation energies has been found when an approximate
pression~neglecting four last terms! was used.

We have found that iterative diagonalization can beco
unstable in some cases, and that convergence is improve
prior to excited state calculations, orbitals are canonicali
by a diagonalization of Fock matrix in four distinct su
spaces.

Equations~A1!–~A7! contain some disconnected term
All these terms are contraction of the effective Fock mat
Fia , which is exactly zero for the B-CCD wave function
Since OO-CCD orbitals are very close to B-CCD ones, th
elements are small. For all test cases presented here,
terms does not change~V!OO-CCD transition energies b
more than 0.01–0.04 eV. Therefore, we neglected all te
containingFia in the final version of the program.
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